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Since the mid-1990s, emerging countries have:
- opened their economies;
- improved their connectedness to world trade networks;
- increased their exports much faster than the leading developed ones.

The spectacular trade performance and the quick integration into the global trade network explain the fact that emerging countries tend to catch up the developed ones and to reduce their gaps with respect to the previous leaders.

Share of emerging countries in the commodities’ world trade flows: 26% in 1995 to 44% in 2014 - Share of the most developed countries has decreased by 18% over the same period (WTO, 2015)
Developed countries should also face an increased competition within them.

Although they are important trading partners, they are formidable competitors to each other.

In the recent years, export performances of developed countries have been questioned and compared with each other.
- European countries are not free from comparisons.
- The ability to distinguish their products and to increase their exports in existing markets explains their export divergences.
Focus of the Research

Origin and effect of the international competitive pressure on the modification in the composition of the French exports portfolio.

The paper aims to close two gaps in the literature:

(i) it studies not only low costs competitors but all exporter countries and classifies them in terms of income levels;

(ii) it studies the effect of the international competition on a developed country, not on an emerging one.
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Related Literature

Closely related papers:

- Bloom et al., 2012: Impact of the Chinese manufacturing competition on Western countries.
- Iacovone et al., 2013: Surge in Chinese exports from 1994 to 2004 to evaluate the effects of a competition shock from a low wage competitor for producers in a middle-income country, Mexico.

Level of the analysis: Single pairwise of product-destination.
Step 1 : Decomposition of the French exports portfolio

- **Intensive margin**: Change in the **value** of export flows (Hummels and Klenow, 2005; Berthou and Fontagné, 2008).
  - Existing export flows that have been maintained, whose value has increased: 84,439.
  - Existing export flows that have been maintained, whose value has decreased: 47,033.

- **Extensive margin**: Change in the **number** of export flows (Hummels and Klenow, 2005; Berthou and Fontagné, 2008).
  - Exits of existing export flows: 43,358.
  - Entries of new export flows: 61,551.

Step 2 : Decomposition of the international competition

Cost competition : From developing countries.
- Cost competition 1 (Continuously lower than 5%) : 53.
- Cost competition 2 (Not continuously less than 5%) : 11.
- Cost competition 3 (Continuously between 5-25%) : 43.

Technological competition : From developed countries.
- Technological competition 1 (Continuously between 25-50%) : 17.
- Technological competition 2 (Continuously between 50-75%) : 11.
- Technological competition 3 (Continuously higher than 75%) : 21.

World Bank data → Quartile distribution (Reference country : France) → per-capita GDP
→ Additional restriction : 5% threshold (Bernard et al., 2006; Lelarge et Nefussi, 2010)
Empirical analysis

- BACI (HS6, 1992 revision):
  - Country/Product level.
  - Harmonized world trade flows.

- World Bank:
  - Country level.
  - Income data.

- Sample: 156 exporter countries from 1996 to 2013.
  - Note: OPEP countries are excluded.
Step 3: Measures of competitive pressure

Relative market shares

→ Traditional competition measure.
→ Double scale of products & destinations.

\[ ms_{kj,t}^\alpha = \frac{x_{kj,t}^\alpha}{X_{kj,t}} \]

Imports penetration

→ Competition in the domestic market (Bernard et al., 2006).
→ Single scale of products.

\[ ip_{k,t}^\alpha = \frac{M_{Fr,k,t}^\alpha}{M_{Fr,k,t} + Y_{Fr,t} - X_{Fr,k,t}} \]

Exports sophistication

→ Competition in foreign markets (Hausmann et al., 2007).
→ Single scale of destinations.

\[ es_{j,t}^\alpha = \sum_k \left( \frac{x_{kj,t}^\alpha}{X_{j,t}^\alpha} \right) \times PRODY_{k,t} \]
Step 4 : Multinomial Logit Model

\[
Pr(y_{kj,t_1/t_2} = m | X_{kj,t_1/t_2}^\alpha) = \frac{\exp(\beta X_{kj,t_1/t_2}^\alpha)}{\sum_{m=1}^{3} \exp(\beta X_{kj,t_1/t_2}^\alpha)}
\]

- **\(y_{kj,t_1/t_2}\)** : Multinomial qualitative dependent variable associated with each single pairwise of product-destination \(kj\).
- **\(\Delta ms_{kj,t_1/t_2}^\alpha\)** : Growth in the relative market shares held by each category of competitors \(\alpha\) for each product-destination pairwise \(kj\) served between \(t_1\) and \(t_2\).
- **\(\Delta ip_{k,t_1/t_2}^\alpha\)** : Growth in imports penetration associated with each category of competitors \(\alpha\) for each product \(k\) exported towards France between \(t_1\) and \(t_2\).
- **\(\Delta es_{j,t_1/t_2}^\alpha\)** : Growth in exports sophistication associated with each category of competitors \(\alpha\) for each destination \(j\) served between \(t_1\) and \(t_2\).
### Estimation results & Discussion

#### Parameter Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimation results &amp; Discussion</th>
<th>Small-Hsiao (for IIA)</th>
</tr>
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Low- and middle-income countries exert a negative competitive pressure on the French exports portfolio.

- A negative competitive pressure on the double scale of products and destinations for LT and MHT markets (from China for instance).
- A negative competitive pressure on the single scale of destinations for all markets (from Chile or Hungary for instance).

High-income countries with similar export and productive structures do not exert a negative competitive pressure on the French exports portfolio.
Estimation results & Discussion

⇒ Restriction 1 : I narrow the model around the hearty sample.

⇒ Restriction 2 : I narrow the model around three new categories of competitors.
  – CC1 + CC2 = Low-income countries;
  – CC3 + TC1 = Middle-income countries;
  – TC2 + TC3 = High-income countries.
Sum-up & Steps forward

➤ The origin of international competition does not affect in the same way the changes in the French exports portfolio composition.

➤ No evidence for countries included in cost competition 1, cost competition 3 and technological competition 2.

➤ Results need to be confirmed with:
   - a strongest control in terms of destination (demand side);
   - a thinnest imports penetration measure.
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Figure 1 - Relative market shares by competitors

Source: BACI and World Bank - Author calculations.
Figure 2 - Exports sophistication by competitors

Source: BACI and World Bank - Author calculations.
### Table 1 - International competition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost Competition 1</th>
<th>Countries with per-capita GDP continuously less than or equal to 5% of that of France, $N_{C1} = 53$ countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost Competition 2</th>
<th>Countries with per-capita GDP initially less than 5% of that of France but not over the whole period, $N_{C2} = 11$ countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bhutan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Cabo Verde, China, Georgia, Equatorial Guinea, Sri Lanka, Turkmenistan, Ukraine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost Competition 3</th>
<th>Countries with per-capita GDP continuously included between 5 and 25% of that of France, $N_{C3} = 43$ countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Albania, Belarus, Belize, Brazil, Bulgaria, Colombia, Congo Rep., Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Macedonia FYR, Fiji, Grenada, Guatemala, Jamaica, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Lebanon, Malaysia, Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Mexico, Micronesia, Morocco, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Romania, Russian Federation, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, St. Lucia, Samoa, South Africa, Suriname, Thailand, Tonga, Tunisia, Turkey, Tuvalu, Uruguay, Vanuatu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technological Competition 1</th>
<th>Countries with per-capita GDP continuously included between 25 and 50% of that of France, $N_{TC1} = 17$ countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antigua and Barbuda, Barbados, Chile, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Oman, Palau, Poland, Slovak Republic, St. Kitts and Nevis, Seychelles, Trinidad and Tobago</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technological Competition 2</th>
<th>Countries with per-capita GDP continuously or mostly included between 50 and 75% of that of France, $N_{TC2} = 11$ countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bahamas, Bahrain, Cyprus, Greece, Hong Kong, Israel, Portugal, Korea Rep., Macao SAR, Slovenia, Spain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technological Competition 3</th>
<th>Countries with per-capita GDP continuously or mostly higher than 75% of that of France, $N_{TC3} = 21$ countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Australia, Austria, Belgium-Luxembourg, Bermuda, Brunei Darussalam, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Singapore, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: World Bank - Author calculations.
Measures of competitive pressure - More details

Relative market shares

\[ ms_{kj,t}^\alpha = \frac{x_{kj,t}^\alpha}{X_{kj,t}} \]

→ \( \alpha \): Category of competitors.
→ \( kj \): Single pairwise of product-destination.
→ \( x \): Exports value.
→ \( X \): Exports total value.

Imports penetration

\[ ip_{k,t}^\alpha = \frac{M_{Fr,k,t}^\alpha}{M_{Fr,k,t} + Y_{Fr,t} - X_{Fr,k,t}} \]
→ \( \alpha \): Category of competitors.
→ \( k \): Product.
→ \( M_{Fr} \): French total imports.
→ \( Y_{Fr} \): French growth national product.
→ \( X_{Fr} \): French total exports.

Exports sophistication

\[ es_{j,t}^\alpha = \sum_k \left( \frac{x_{kj,t}^\alpha}{X_{j,t}^\alpha} \right) \times PRODY_{k,t} \]
→ \( \alpha \): Category of competitors.
→ \( j \): Destination.
→ \( PRODY \): Product sophistication index.

\[ PRODY_k = \sum_{i=1}^{I} RCA_i^k \times Y^i \]